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second-rate version of somebody else.”
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H
ow are you known in your
circle of friends? How do
you see other students? In
school and Plus II, snap
judgements are common.

Either someone is the studious one or
the carefree one, maybe, the smart
aleck, or mean girl, the nerd… labels
are impossible to escape as a teen. It’s
a complicated age, and writers and di-
rectors have — in their own unique
style — tried capturing all or some of
it in their works.Coming-of-age drama

(see Wordplaysection on this page) is
one of the most sought-after genres by
publishers and producers worldwide.

‘The Breakfast Club’was made two
decades before internet friends and so-
cial media came into our lives; but the
thing about classics is that whenever
you watch it, it makes so much sense
that it almost feels like the characters
in the film are either you, or talking to
you in a way that people in real life still
don’t. Part of being a teen or an ado-
lescent is to be misunderstood, not al-
ways because people around you aren’t
trying hard enough, but because you
have barely started to scratch the sur-
face of the person you are – or the per-
son you can become in the future. Now,
imagine in this turbulent age, if four
or five of you in school, who don’t par-
ticularly like one another or even
thought about one another, are sent to
a whole-day detention… Tough, isn’t
it? Or, could it be the best learning ex-
perience of your life?

Individuality + universal
feelings
The genius of Hughes’ film is how it
brings forth all of the five charac-
ters’ individuality while simultane-

ously connecting them to universal
feelings of being lost, fighting the
idea of perfection set by society, be-
ing pigeonholed, and trying to search
for answers.

It answers the WHY 
of angst
‘The Breakfast Club’ is a classic com-
ing-of-age film because Hughes has
not just explored angst but provides
an in-depth understanding of the emo-
tion. The film provides answers as to

why we are so angst-ridden at an ex-
istential level. That’s a lesson that’s
universal and needs a relook all over
again because of the complicated
times we live in right now.

Predictable yet timeless
Legendary reviewer late Roger Ebert
wrote in ‘Chicago Sun-Times’when the
movie came out… “The truths that are
exchanged are more or less predictable,
and the kids have fairly standard hang-
ups.” And yet... it worked, and contin-
ues to 35 years after its release.

That familiar trepidation
Douglas Perry wrote in ‘The Oregon-
ian’ about why this film is classic
among classics.He says,“Young adults
who know they’re not going to grow
out of their problems – not really. The
Breakfast Club’s teens are sitting
around sharing their typical adoles-
cent gripes, but there’s an undercur-
rent there, sizzling like an electrified
fence. They recognise there is a world
outside their insular, cliquish subur-
ban school. They understand they’re
soon going to have to join it – they’re
the screws falling out into the imper-
fect world.” Familiar feeling, isn’t it?

J
ames Cameron’s ‘Titanic’ consolidated the
careers of then 20-somethings, Kate Winslet and
Leonardo Di Caprio. It’s one of those comfort
movies we often go back to. But as it often
happens, the female lead role did not come

to Kate Winslet first. It was offered to Claire
Danes, who fresh after the success of
‘Romeo+Juliet’ (with Di Caprio), did not want to
sign up for another romance story. Danes said
in an interview a while ago, “I was really
clear about it, I wasn’t conflicted.”
Gwyneth Paltrow was considered
for the role too. But it was
Cameron’s casting director, the
late Mali Finn, who eventually
suggested Kate Winslet.

T
his one’s 
freaky. British
actor Tom
Hardy, 44, and
American

actor Logan Marshall
Green, 43, look so alike
they could be brothers,
twins in fact. Here’s how
the story turns even
more dramatic. Marshall
actually has an identical
twin brother, Taylor
Marshall Green! Let’s stop right here before the story gets too
confusing. For now, can you tell Hardy (left) and Green apart? 

A
long with DIY
videos online
over the last
few months,
another most

popular Google search has been
‘How to avoid social media
addiction’. With multiple
documentaries and videos
highlighting social media

addiction, it is
important to know
how to use it
well from
an early
age. With
everything –
from classes
to assignments
moving online, it is

essential to know what to watch
as well as how to keep track of
screen time.  

1If you get anxious when
you cannot access social
media for a while, and if

you anxiously
keep looking at

your phone for
notifications, it’s the

first sign of
addiction. 

2The first
thing is to
limit your

time spent online. Rather than your
parents setting a timer and it
leading to a friction, set your own
timer and decide on limited screen
time. Turning off notifications is a
good way to begin.

3One of the first positive signs of
getting over the need for a
phone or being on social media

is when you see yourself stop
measuring moments with friends
and family, and really start to see
the merit of face-to-face
conversations. 
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She started writing music
at age 11
Billie Eilish and her brother Finneas (her
frequent music collaborator) were
homeschooled by parents Maggie Baird and
Patrick O’Connell — both actors — with
special emphasis on music. Billie began
writing at the young age of 11 after she
joined the Los Angeles Children’s Choir. She
said in an interview with ‘Vogue’ that
joining the choir taught her how to sing

without ruining her voice as well as singing
from the heart.

She doesn’t like to smile
It can be pretty difficult to find a picture with
Billie smiling. She has famously said that
smiling makes her feel weak and powerless!

She’s vocal about issues
she cares about
In 2018, she appeared in a campaign with
the mayor of Los Angeles to try to get young
people to register to vote. In a Facebook ad
she said: “As young people we have to own
and use our power to make a difference.”
She sang her song ‘My Future’ at the 2020
Democratic National Convention in August
and slammed American president Donald
Trump without mincing her words: “We
need leaders who will solve problems like
climate change and COVID, not deny them.

Leaders who will fight against systemic
racism and inequality.”

She controls her life and
social media
Unlike popular celebrities, Billie manages her
own self and is not guided by her parents in
her decisions. She even controls what
messaging goes out through her social
media. With a 66.9 million followers on
Instagram, she creates posts completely
underplaying her superstar status. 

She wears oversized
clothes to avoid being
bodyshamed
Billie enjoys wearing baggy clothes to
express herself and side-step judgement
from body shamers. She told ‘Vogue
Australia’: “It kind of gives nobody the
opportunity to judge what your body looks
like.” But she also doesn’t call out women
who wear form-fitting clothes. In 2018, she
had said she chose the look to “look
memorable”. Billie said that she
“proved to people that [she’s]
more important than they
think.” A legitimate argument
considering she hit big time in
2015 when she was just 13.

She is vegan
Billie grew up vegetarian and
officially switched to a
vegan lifestyle in 2014.
Regarding her choice, she
wrote on her Tumblr blog in
2018: “I went vegan like four
years ago. There were a lot
of reasons. I love animals
and I just think there’s no
point in creating
something out of an animal
when the animal is already there.
Leave animals alone.”

She’s her own genre
Many musicians mix genres but
Billie seems to have hit such a
creative sweet spot that her
music defies categorisation. It
has been described as indie
electronic, EDM, dance-pop, synth-
pop, R & B, jazz, pop, avant-pop,
art pop, and more.

— Sources: popsugar.co.uk,
musicminnesota.com, news reports

COMING-OF-AGE MOVIES... always have one or more
than one protagonist, who experience life’s grey zone for
the first time and are conflicted about most things called
‘life’. Because they have
just started to understand
that life involves a lot of
“figuring it out” along the
way, and it often will be a
painful process. Coming to
a profound realisation
about their future is also a
part of the storyline of such
films. These films may be
about first romances,
graduating high school,
getting in trouble with the
law, and other significant
events in a soon-to-be-
adult’s life.

C
hristopher Paolini, author of ‘The
Inheritance Cycle’ series, finished school
when he was 15 years old. Soon after, he
began working on what would become
the novel ‘Eragon’, the first of a four-book

series set in the mythical land of Alagaësia. He
promoted his work in a unique way.
Paolini toured over 100 schools in
the US to talk about his books
and writing all the while dressed
in “a medieval costume of red
shirt, billowy black pants, lace-up
boots, and a jaunty black cap”. The
author is in news these days for
his first ever science fiction
book ‘To Sleep in a Sea
of Stars’, which follows
a human in deep
space. 

T
he former Rajmata of
Jaipur, the charismatic
Gayatri Devi and her
husband were great
friends with Queen

Elizabeth II and Prince Philip, and every
year, she
would send a
box of
Alphonso

mangoes from
India for the

Duke of
Edinburgh’s
birthday.

AYESHA
AND JAI
Gayatri Devi and husband Man Singh II, the last
ruling Maharaja of the erstwhile Jaipur state —
Ayesha and Jai as they were known to their
friends — are central to the story of Jaipur over
the past century. The author says: “In the 1950s
and 1960s, Jai and Ayesha were India’s golden
couple, its answer to John and Jackie Kennedy,
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip.” 

GLAM LIVES
The erstwhile couple were the only Indians
invited to Truman Capote’s Black & White Ball
in 1966 at New York’s Plaza Hotel. According to
the author, Ayesha was the only woman who
was allowed to break the dress code, arriving
in a gold sari and a necklace of emeralds. 

Here’s why this mid
’80s John Hughes’
coming-of-age
drama will never go
out of vogue
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Gayatri Devi used to
send Alphonso mangoes

for Prince Philip 
every year

Three reasons why
you should read...
‘The House of
Jaipur: The Inside
Story of India’s
Most Glamorous

Royal Family’ by
John Zubrzycki 

SHARE THE DEETS
Billie Eilish Pirate Baird O’Connell
American singer and songwriter
Born: December 18, 2001
Awards: 5 Grammys, 2 American
Music Awards, 2 Guinness World
Records, 3 MTV Video Music Awards,
and 1 Brit Award
Also: Youngest and second person
ever to win four main Grammy
categories in the same year. In 2019,
‘Time’ magazine placed her on their
inaugural ‘Time 100 Next’ list. Only
singer born in the 2000s to have a #1
single on Billboard and the youngest
woman to have a #1 album in the UK
And: Apple to release its documentary
‘Billie Eilish: The World’s a Little Blurry’ in
February 2021
Hits: ‘Ocean Eyes’, ‘When the Party’s
Over’, ‘Bad Guy’ and ‘No Time to Die’ 

NOT A BAD GIRL
Hailed as the future of music, here’s all you need

to know about teenager Billie Eilish

It was actor James Dean’s
portrayal of teen angst that made

him a youth icon and Hollywood
superstar

TRIVIA
American film director, writer, and
producer John Hughes established the
modern American teen movie as a

genre in the 1980s.
His success lies in
portraying the reality
of adolescent life
while maintaining a
lighthearted tone. His
other famous movies
include ‘Ferris

Bueller’s Day Off’, ‘Sixteen Candles’,
‘Pretty In Pink’, ‘Weird Science’ and
‘Some Kind of Wonderful’. He’s also
the writer of the ‘Home Alone’ series.

TECH IT AWAY
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N
o, we are not talking
about the ones that
lurk in the shadows,
in all black apparel,
about to pounce on

the fool who decided to go
‘investigate’. We mean the
ghosts of people who — though
very much dead — feel very
much alive.  

This is precisely what
happens to the protagonist, the
second Mrs de Winters (Lily
James). Having married her
husband, Mr Maxim de Winters
after a short courtship in the
sun-kissed beaches of Monte
Carlo, she finds herself in a
horrifying ménage à trois with
his late first wife, the title
character, Rebecca. It’s a
psychological drama knit
together by a series of spine-
chilling events. 

Upon reaching the dreary
Manderlay Mansion, she meets

the housekeeper
Mrs Danvers, a key
character, who is
passionately
devoted to her
former mistress, and
bitterly resents the new
Mrs. Our protagonist is
shown repeatedly that not only
is she undeserving of the uber
wealthy Mr de Winters, but also
how she will NEVER match up
to the mysterious, glamorous
Rebecca, whose shoes she
cannot hope to fill. 

How do you battle the

stifling presence of a
person who has left
her mark on
everything? In the

82 years since it has
been published, the

world has still not had
enough of ‘Rebecca’

adaptations. The author, Dame
Daphne du Maurier, has
described the plot of her 1938
classic as “a sinister tale”
calling it “psychological and
rather macabre”. While there
have been numerous
adaptations of book, the most

famous one is master
filmmaker Alfred Hitchcock’s
1940 version which won the
best picture at the 13th annual
Academy Awards. 

Perhaps, a reason why this
sinister tale has captivated
multiple generations of readers
is the endlessly enchanting
enigma of Rebecca. Dead even
before the story begins, she
haunts the narrator, the
house, and readers. Her
presence is palpable, and
delivered through
creepy lines like the
time Mrs Danvers, her
devoted housekeeper
says, “I fancy I hear her
just behind me. That quick,
light footstep.” The
intensity of the love is
almost
claustrophobic.
Debates
continue to
rage about
Rebecca’s
true
character
because

we only hear about her from
other characters. Was she the
wronged wife or the vampiric
femme fatale? Another reason
why this tale is so popular is Du
Maurier’s psychological
exploration of the power balance
between the sexes, as seen
through the relationship shared
between Maxim and Rebecca. As
it happens Maxim hated Rebecca

who would leave no stone
unturned in her quest to
dominate him.  

The book delivers
some seriously dark

elements, and it has
a psychological,

haunting story within it,
but it’s also about these
two people in love. There

are many more, but
we’d say read
classic tale
before you
watch it. It

will get
under

your
skin. 

Time to unplug

Fact: A best-seller which
has never gone out of print,
‘Rebecca’ sold 2.8 million
copies between its
publication in 1938 and 1965 

Do you believe in ghosts?Do you believe in ghosts?

The seriously
chill inducing

‘Rebecca’ will be
released via an online

streaming platform
on October 21



AN AVERAGE F1 DRIVER LOSES

4 KG PER RACE
Since F1 drivers have to endure high G forces at extremely

hot temperatures in the cockpit, they tend to lose close to 4 kg after

every race! Hence, the drivers are also advised to take in large amounts of

water before the race, even if they do not feel thirsty. This is done to avoid

dehydration through sweating.

F1 CARS CAN

ACCELERATE FROM

ZERO TO 100 MPH AND

BACK TO 0 IN JUST 4

SECONDS
Only a real Formula 1 car can survive

such drastic changes in speed. This is why

drivers of F1 racing go through a lot of train-

ing to help them apply brakes abruptly when

approaching corners. F1 racing is a game of

both time and speed at the same time.

EACH CAR HAS 80K

ASSEMBLED

COMPONENTS
Every F1 race car has more than 80k assembled

components. Each component is an essential part of

the vehicle. Considering the enormous speed at

which an F1 car moves, these pieces are assembled

with the highest accuracy. Even the minutest error can lead to a drop in

performance. There is no margin for error.

F1 ENGINES MUST BE

PREHEATED
F1 racing car engines are engineered such that they have to

be preheated before they can be fired up. It is impossible to turn on the

engine when it is cold. The gearbox also needs to be on par with the operating

temperatures, even before the first gear is engaged. This necessitates the use

of an external heater pump. This is also why a F1 engine can never be fitted on

a passenger car. 

THE F1 ENGINE HAS A LIFE-

SPAN OF FIVE RACES
The Formula 1 car is engineered with utmost precision to

ensure peak performance. Yet, the engine of the car, that can produce

over 800 HP of power, cannot last more than 5 races. The high level of wear

and tear effectively means the car can only perform for a few hours.

BRAKE DISCS TEMPERATURE

CAN PEAK AT 1000 DEGREES

CENTIGRADE
The brake discs of F1 race cars can get superheated, reaching temperatures of

up to 1000 degrees centigrade. This is almost as hot as molten lava. Numerous

improvements have been brought in over the years, including

designs with up to 1500 ventilation holes. The brake

discs are made from composite material reinforced

with carbon fiber.

A TEAM IS MADE UP OF AS MANY

AS 600 PEOPLE
There might only be about 50 people on the trackside on race day, but there

are many more in the team- up to 600. Most of these people work behind the

scenes to make their team the best of the best. 

ONLY 1 FEMALE DRIVER

HAS MANAGED TO SCORE

A POINT
Lella Lombardi is the most successful female driver. She scored

half a point in the 1975 Spanish GP, a feat which no other female has

been able to achieve till today. She managed to qualify for a total of 12

out of the 17 races she participated in. She had a 3-year career in which

she drove for Williams, March, and RAM F2 teams.

CREW TAKES 3 SECONDS

TO CHANGE THE TYRES
Time and speed are crucial for the pit crew. The aver-

age crew takes no more than 3.0 seconds to change the tyres. The

fastest tyre-change record is held by Felipe Massa's crew that took just

1.92 seconds in 2016. 

STEERING

WHEEL ALMOST

LOOKS LIKE ONE IN AN

AIRCRAFT
The steering wheel of an F1 car is the central con-

trolling unit for the driver. It is covered in buttons,

switches, lights, dials and paddles. The wheel

almost looks like one in an aircraft. There are usu-

ally 20 to 25 controls and a small screen too, all of

which relate to specific functions in the car, like

brake balance, engine output and so on. 

THEY USE ONE

OF THE

STRONGEST

HELMETS IN

THE WORLD
Trauma to the neck and

head are the biggest

injury threats of F1

racing. To reduce that

impact, drivers

use the toughest hel-

mets that are of very

high standards, and yet

light. They are made of

robust carbon fiber material.

These helmets are subject to a

series of fragmentation and

deformation tests while

being manufactured.

Photos: GETTY IMAGES

It’s about battles on the field. It’s about do-or-die situations. It’s about

just one goal. It’s about victory. In short, it’s about playing fair.

Howzzat? Well, that’s SIMPLY SPORTS!
SIMPLY SPORTS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 202004

Yes, it’s true!  According to the official F1 website, “A modern Formula One car is capable of developing 3.5 g – which is three and a half times its own weight – thanks to aerodynamic

downforce. That means that, theoretically, at high speeds they could drive upside down.” There are many other incredible facts about Formula 1 racing that will blow your mind
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